CROSSWORD
No. 15,758 Set by LOROSO

ACROSS
1 What you might do with a fruit stand (6)
4 This is made for chef, oddly to stuff turkey (8)
9 Old bag of bones (6)
10 Washer, one on right of blade (8)
12 Is consumer in trouble at Selfridges? (4)
13 Sweet idea embodying “see you never upset” (10)
15 Pillow talk possibly part of plot by Conservative (7,5)
18 New Northfleet nursing home is a war zone (3,5,4)
21 Vehicle route in a rocky mountain range (10)
22 How to address officer, with time in prison (4)
24 Full works, full of info (8)
25 A header for Vardy against Italian forward (6)
26 500 is essentially split up (8)
27 The swine ordered goods (3,3)

DOWN
1 Book show supported by bank (8)
2 Freedom to take top off chestnut (8)
3 I had to leave the country (4)
5 Right to keep making fun (12)
6 Think about jail? (10)
7 Mr Eastwood secures his first computer (6)
8 Horse on board run-down boat (6)
11 A way to recognise a tax break? (4,2,6)
14 Product of 1 across/1 down is just fish (5,5)
16, 17 Education for classless society? (8,8)
19 Viz article in newspaper is checked (6)
20 Part of Norfolk where local traffic is found? (6)
23 Radiation on each part of the eye (4)

Solution 15,757